Many have wondered what Kirchner’s design of his Atlantis map was. To my opinion it was supposed to show us David’s “harp”. And take a look at below picture of the Sea of Galilea. Kirchner’s Atlantis was an inversion of this Sea. The water was inverted into an island and the top and bottom were changed. Kirchner had also designed an aeolian harp. So we are close to the fire.

In Psalm 49:4-5 we read about this harp and about a mystery. This mystery was Jesus who left Judah to go to the hostile nations. These hostile nations were the seas that surrounded Jerusalem. Kirchner’s Atlantis should somehow refer to Jerusalem as the city of Hagar in Galatians 4:24-25. Hagar was symbolized by the mount Sinai which was probably a top of the Horeb (Abu Ghraib in the Negev?). While Jerusalem as the future City of Sarah was symbolized by a celestial oriented Jerusalem if Christ reigns. For that reason Thira/Santorini could not be Atlantis because it had no relation with the city of Hagar.

In Mark 5:1-10 Jesus healed a demonic possessed man who had an Atlantis army like legion of demons. Jesus exorsized them and they all fled into a crowd of pigs and jumped into the Sea of Galilea. This man lived in a city that belonged to ten cities of a Decapolis. This Decapolis resonated with the ten kings of Atlantis.

* see my postiong on 14 may 2019, https://atlantisrisingforums.proboards.com/thread/1333/athanasius-kirchers-harp-atlantis-map